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 Because the military exists to deal death, many of its rituals deal with death. And ritual—

based on repeated, invariable patterns of action—is the essence of military style. Military rituals 

related to death, to be sure, take place only in death’s aftermath, and involve bodies, coffins, 

flags, and the ballet of formalized gestures of the people involved in handling them. Death itself, 

especially the violent death in battle that is at the center of the military’s nature, is far messier 

and much less predictable—and predictability is the norm against which is silhouetted that 

divergence from the norm we call “style.”  

My office at the U.S. Naval Academy, where I have taught for more than two decades, 

overlooks the street down which funerals pass on their way to the cemetery from the Beaux-Arts 

Naval Academy Chapel, located at the head of our main quad. This ornate hall of worship is best 

known for the famous Tiffany window of the “Heavenly Commission,” where the hand of God 

reaches from a cloud to make an officer out of a young man clad in the “choker whites” of the 

Navy dress uniform, so-called because of its Nehru collar and, of course, its blinding sheen. (The 

chapel is also known as the place where the U.S. flag is made to “genuflect” to the Christian altar 

as it passes, a practice known as “dipping the flag”--briefly suspended in the last few years after 

criticism by the ACLU, among other groups, and then re-instated.) 

Several times a month, I hear these funerals coming about noon, a service’s-length 

interval after their usual starting time of 11 a.m. The mournful dirge that accompanies them is 
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faint at first: the band assigned to the Naval Academy, professional musicians who went to 

conservatories and applied music programs in major universities and now play parades, funerals, 

and the occasional concert for largely undemanding outdoor audiences, wait in formation in front 

of the chapel. Soon the dead march grows louder, the thud thud thud of the drums growing 

closer. If I get up from my desk and look out the window, feeling odd just ignoring this so-

regular occurrence of so much import to a few, I can usually see the hearse below, the band 

marching in step and in ranks to the music, and the stream of dark-clad mourners joined aurally 

by the moaning oompah of the same funeral music as the last time or the time before that.  It 

takes a while for the music to fade, then I hear the guns by the river (they shoot blanks) that 

boom in a rhythmic salute, the number of carefully spaced-out BOOM!s determined by the rank 

of the officer being buried. (One sailor feeds the gun, the other pulls the lever on the command of 

“Fire!” in perfect cadence. They’re not doing it when they feel like it; that too is ritualized.)  

At the Naval Academy, or down the highway a bit at Arlington National Cemetery, we 

are at the metropolitan center of this funerial style. We expect correctness here, just as we expect 

the honor guard at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier at Arlington to have that almost fey flip of 

the mirror-shined shoe, a slight lifting of the toe that elongates the step a few inches as he paces 

up, stops, turns, and paces back, and then does it again, and again—and another man does it over 

and over until he in turn is relieved by a man who does the same thing and so on. It’s not a step 

you’ll see outside the military, or even anywhere else within it other than in honor guard 

marching before memorials.  And they all do it so faultlessly. In national military institutions, 

correctness is the least we can expect.  

The amazing thing is that military style is correctly transmitted outside the style center to 

the provinces, as Roman theatres and Corinthian columns spread from the Italian peninsula to the 
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farthest-flung outposts of the Empire: we still tend to be startled when, in places like Libya, 

Lebanon, or the British Isles, we find an intact theater, or the same domestic sculpture dug up 

near Trajan’s Forum, back in the center of it all.  

In the gray of winter of early 2009 I waited with my wife in the funeral home in a remote 

Pennsylvania town overlooking the half-frozen Susquehanna River, a forlorn gaggle of buildings 

along a main street and some houses behind. We were waiting for the Air Force honor guard due 

her father, who had gotten out of the Air Force years before as a mere captain (O-3). They had 

driven all the way from Fort Dix, New Jersey, four hours away, waiting in their military van until 

the time came for them to enact the ceremony, six young men in Air Force uniforms that were 

themselves part of the ritual: the same Air Force uniforms as at Colorado Springs and in the 

Pentagon, here at this funeral home in the “Alabama” part of Pennsylvania (that is: the state 

famously defined by the pundit James Carville as having Philadelphia on one side, Pittsburgh on 

the other, and Alabama in the middle) in the overcast days of winter, for a simple Captain who 

forty years before had left the Air Force.  

They walked in step, the younger men with a stripe or two following the somewhat older 

young man with more stripes, all wordlessly, all in right angles, like the dancers in the ballet 

“Coppélia” pretending to be mechanical dolls. Together they paced forward; together they 

stopped; together they turned. Standing to one side, I was afraid they would crash into me as they 

advanced in ranks toward the people standing to one side: they stopped on a dime and turned a 

90 degree corner inches from my nose, apparently unaware of my presence.  Together they 

advanced again; together their heads tilted down, their arms moved up in square scissor motions, 

together their hands rose to the rails of the casket. Everything was rigid, jerked, and right-angled. 
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But that’s the essence of military movement. It turns people with their curving bodies, 

swooping limbs, and endlessly unrolling loops of talk into right-angled hard-edged silent chin-

jutters. Flesh and blood is turned into Erector Set machines that move only at the joints, and talk, 

if at all, in brief, predictable bursts: For-WARD, mark TIME, eyes RIGHT. Military style is the 

apotheosis of hard. Just so, in unison right angles, these people playing at mechanical dolls lifted 

the flag; just so, in unison right angles, they folded the flag; just so they passed the flag; just so 

the man with more stripes turned rigidly on his heel and paced silently to deliver the folded flag 

and deliver the murmured and completely formulaic “thanks of a grateful nation.”  

Just so too was the gun salute outdoors on the patio of this modest funeral home by the 

frozen woods in front of a painted clapboard house with peeling paint; just so the rifle handling, 

all in unison: the firing, the cocking again, the firing again, and again, and again, then the 

slamming of the rifle butts onto the ground. Like a Roman theater found in Asia Minor, all this 

on an overcast day in Alabama, PA in a small funeral home for a handful of family members, 

enacted by six men with four hours on the road before them. And then, the bugler, raising his 

instrument to his lips in a crisp right angle: Taps, as for so many before, and so many after. 

There’s no denying it was moving, the very enactment of the same, the entering into the 

stylization: life become style, reality become artifice for such seminal occasions. 

At some point, when it was over, the gestures of the airmen undoubtedly became curves 

again, the formless motions of human bodies rather than the jointed jerks of the automata they 

were trying to approximate. Perhaps they had to become human again to get into the van that had 

brought them and took them away: it’s difficult for creatures made of metal rods put together 

with bolts to get into a back seat. And perhaps they relaxed once inside the van; I don’t want to 

think they made dismissive small talk about how far they’d had to drive for their performance, or 
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perhaps how glad they were they had only one service to do that day. This was their job, after all: 

their shoulder patches read “Base Honor Guard.” They did it day in and day out for years. No 

wonder they were good.  

Theirs is the same sharp-edged honor paid to the coffins of the dead that arrive at Dover 

Air Force Base in Delaware, an hour north of where I grew up: all American bodies come in to 

Dover. A Clinton-era ban on media coverage of these funerals was lifted in 2009. Now outsiders 

can see the ceremonies, like that which defined my father-in-law’s funeral, that hitherto had been 

performed to no audience, only for their own sake—much the way the priest in an Orthodox 

Church says the Mass behind the iconostasis, unseen and unheard by the worshippers. 

Military style is collective style, a code of doing things by the book (literally so; there are 

printed regulations for everything in the military, and something being acceptable or correct is 

called being “reg”) whose purpose is to set the military apart from the civilian world. When this 

style changes, it does so collectively: you don’t make things up individually, or as you go along. 

We are inclined to call such collective styles “stylization” rather than “style,” to indicate that we 

“get” all too quickly the rules of action or portrayal, that they can become somewhat predictable. 

We may, to take an example from another realm, call  the way Mannerist painting, with its love 

of odd persimmony colors, its sinuous angles and its too-dramatic lighting, stylization rather than 

style. It’s individuation that’s tended to become rote. Or, similarly, the frozen smiling mask-

faces of Gandharan Buddhas—or, on a more popular level, wide-eyed moppets on velvet. Each 

individual achieves the general too completely, we somehow feel. For true style, we need 

something other than the absolute correctness of the Base Honor Guard. 

Still, the distinction between style and stylization isn’t fixed: we may see the “style” in 

the givens of the period or place, and note individual variations in individual works—say, in the 
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case of the mask-like Gandharan sculptures, a particularly personable Buddha. Yet for these 

individual divergences to cohere into a “style,” we’d still probably have to have a number of 

them to make a generalization, the way the handful of particularly long-faced and hollow-

cheeked Luba sculptures from an area around the Congolese village of Buli were identified in the 

early twentieth century (perhaps erroneously) by William Fagg as being the product of one man, 

called after the Western fashion “The Buli Master.”  

The most striking example of the ill-defined relationship between style and stylization is 

undoubtedly found in what’s usually called the Amarna period in Egyptian art, after the place 

that was its capital. Its central figure was the 18th dynasty pharaoh who attempted to substitute 

the worship of a single god, Aton (the sun), for deeply-imbedded polytheism, and so called 

himself Akhenaton, devotee of the sun. Expressing the naturalism for which this brief period is 

known, with beautiful wall paintings of marsh grasses, flowers, and birds in flight, Akehnaton 

also apparently objected to the stylized portrayals of the pharaoh as a virile forward-striding 

chest-out hyper-male that had been standard for millennia of Egyptian art. He himself apparently 

had a pot belly, stick legs, and a watermelon-shaped head (as indeed previous pharaohs may 

have had as well), and insisted on being portrayed this way.  

Thus sculptures of this pharaoh, where all these physical defects appear,  seem individual 

by the standards of Egyptian art. Yet Egyptian sculptors clearly couldn’t stop thinking in terms 

of a stylization. Not only the pharaoh himself, but all members of the court were portrayed in the 

same way. The celebrated bust of Akhenaton’s Queen Nefertiti in Berlin, so beautiful to us 

despite her missing an eye, undoubtedly benefits from the reverse-conical headdress that covers 

her watermelon-shaped head. Is the pot-bellied hollow-cheeked Amarna body the expression of a 

style? Or a stylization? Clearly both, depending on perspective. It started as individual but 
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became general. Or is this generalization still individual when compared with the canon that 

preceded and followed it? Compared to non-Egyptian art? It’s only style when it’s compared to 

something it’s not.  

So too for military style—or stylization—to be perceptible, it has to diverge as a whole 

from something else, in this case the actions of the civilian world. And we have to be aware of 

the civilian world hovering behind military rituals in a ghostly silhouette to “get” the essence of 

military style: we have to see both the divergence, and the thing it diverges from. If everybody 

adhered to military ritual, it wouldn’t be military ritual. It would just be life, just as saying 

“please” and “thank you” and eating with your utensils rather than your hands is not, in the West, 

style, but merely the way things are done.  

Style is thus something like the “defamiliarization” of the Russian Formalists, a new way 

of seeing old things. It involves two things. You have to know what the old thing is before you 

can realize you’re seeing it in a new way. And if you forget the old, the new can no longer 

defamiliarize. When this happens, according to the Formalist polemicist Viktor Shklovsky, 

metaphors—once fresh—die. No one thinks of human limbs when we talk about the “leg” of the 

table: the ordinary word usage can no longer defamiliarize, so we must use words in new ways. 

Doing so can make the world come alive again, give it its qualities back: make the stone stoney, 

as Shklovsky had it.  

Funerals aren’t the only times when military movement is highly stylized: parades are 

too. At the Naval Academy, the showcase for this motion is Worden Field, the parade grounds, 

stretching emerald green down to the river. The posture of attention that is held by most of the 

participants most of the time at a parade is itself the most military of poses: the body turned into 

a ramrod, the head immobile, the chin drawn back into safety, the thumbs on the pants seams so 
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that the fingers do not wave: no IPs, Irish Pennants (trailing threads)—just a solid column of 

muscle and bone, chest up, eyes forward. One degree out from this is still completely formulaic: 

at ease, or “parade rest.” Feet shift out and hands join behind the back, all in unison. Heads 

remain forward.  

Spectators love all the identical atten-HUT postures of thousands of apparently identical 

bodies in tight-fitting dark waiter jackets, the ranks of rifles slapping into white-gloved hands 

simultaneously, the snow-white covers of thousands  of covers (hats) tilting up in unison to catch 

the light: the crowd sucks in its breath in unison at this and frequently applauds. The midshipmen 

march on in ranks and in step, stand in ranks, and march off the same way and in the same order 

they came on. At the reviewing stands the command of “Eyes--RIGHT!” makes dozens of heads 

click a few inches towards the people watching (they don’t actually make eye contact, just turn 

their heads); a few yards later on the counter-order clicks them back. 

 Military rituals at the Naval Academy are largely for show, but they do have a function. 

Funerals bury people, and even the parades so beloved of the tourists have an ostensible purpose, 

being based on the reporting through the ranks (“all present or accounted for!”) codified by 

Napoleon. Military movement is most Kantian—separated from utility, made its own end—at 

performances of  the Academy’s silent drill team, twirling and throwing rifles to each other in 

rows and patterns without breaking their upright posture. The Marines at their Washington, D.C. 

barracks at 8th and I streets do the same performance on summer evenings. Whoever does it, it’s 

a dance form that’s even more circumscribed than Irish dance that’s all legs and where the arms 

are held stiffly in fists by the sides of the body: here the whole body is held stiffly, and only 

minimal arm motions are permitted. 
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If military movements aspire to the condition of robots or automata, the military body—

also part of the stylization of the military—aspires to the condition of the metal of  which robots 

are usually made. Bodies turned to slabs of muscle and tendon are the military ideal. The military 

isn’t just something you do, it’s something you are: your military body wears the military 

uniform, and performs the military rituals. The stylization takes place at many levels. This 

merging of the style set with the individual, rather than merely being something put on and taken 

off during certain hours, is the reason the military appeals to a certain segment of idealistic 

youth, typically male: it seems that the individual is transcended not only in the group, but in the 

way the individual looks. The individual contemplates the Idea; indeed, the individual achieves 

it. Each military member becomes his, or theoretically her, own Philosopher King.  

Canons of the body in the military are ruthless and unvarying. First, everyone has to be 

“HWP,” height-weight proportionate. Twice a year everyone has to pass a PFT, Physical Fitness 

Test. The ideal military body lacks the blobs that define the bodies of most American mall-goers, 

slopping over their belts. It’s hard, strong, and ready for action. Of course you can get better than 

mere HWP: you can get really muscular, which gets you extra points with your people and is like 

achieving the goal by 110%. A military stomach should be flat; 110% is “washboard” abs. 

Military arms are sinewy; 110% arms have bulging “guns,” biceps. Thus while everybody is 

expected to be fit, the really stellar ones can be masses of muscle, “huge.” “Huge” is better—and 

because it is a variation on a variation, may count as individual style, something on top of mere 

stylization.  

Military uniforms do much to define and flatter the military body, at least the male 

military body. And the fact is, military style is male style. The military body is more male than 

female, being based on muscle and sinew; the posture of attention (chest out, ramrod-stiff) is 
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more male than female. Military uniforms do much to minimize the femaleness of women and to 

maximize the masculinity of males. Jackets are plastered against male torsos like the cuirasses of 

the Romans and flatten or hide curves and protruberances on women. The double rows of buttons 

on SDBs, Service Dress Blues, rise from the waist in a V that emphasizes the triangulation to the 

shoulders of the male upper body. In some uniforms shoulders are broadened visually with 

shoulderboards, or on others, by the incomparable coup of jutting golden epaulettes (higher ranks 

get more gold). Legs are visually lengthened, at least in Marine Corps uniforms (which everyone 

knows are the best looking of all the uniforms) by the scarlet “blood stripe” down the side. Shirts 

are held tight against the worked-out body within with a pair of garter belts  known as “shirt 

stays” that go between shirttail and socks, under the pants (and wears away leg hair in patches 

where it chafes). Purists insist on seeing the right-angled pleats of the ironing and folding of the 

shirt that straddle the middle of the back: you can have the creases actually sewn in by a talented 

tailor, or waxed so they’re always sharp, accidental creases become part of the reproducible 

nature of the uniform. Covers, those strange military hats whose condensed V mimic the male 

upper body beneath (their tops are circles considerably larger than the headband, and so the 

cover flares out as it goes up), shade the eyes and render the head more uniform, less personal 

and hence more menacing. (Cutting the hair has already depersonalized to some degree.) 

Male style is at the center of military style for another reason too. Because a good deal of 

masculinity is expressed in doing rather than being, to appeal to writer John Berger’s now-classic 

male/female dichotomy (or looker rather than looked-at, to use film theoretician Laura 

Mulvey’s), it can be applied with fewer alterations to the “Kill ‘em all, let God sort ‘em out”  

mentality of the military—as a Marine Corps T-shirt I saw one day in the gym had it. (The 

saying is common military currency.) Women are hard-pressed to see how their femaleness, if 
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it’s anything different than maleness, is of any use. Nurturing? Gentleness? Breasts? Who needs 

them?! Currently the military seems oblivious to the fact that it encourages men to act out 

“maleness” and screams bloody murder if women act out “femaleness.” In the military, 

everybody gets to be a man. That’s called gender equality; in fact it’s gender blindness, or rather, 

the assertion of the same patriarchal ideal that having women in the military was meant to 

question.  

It’s not just the fact of a uniform that’s part of military style, it’s the array of them that’s a 

part as well. The military still dresses for dinner, and for lunch, and for working, and for 

shooting, and for jogging. Each activity or time of day has a different outfit: the stable of military 

uniforms begins to approach that of Barbie in its complexity, ranging from full-dress to undress.   

Full-dress uniforms are dressy indeed; they are designed to dazzle the eye, and dazzle 

they do. There are evening clothes (“Mess dress”) for formal occasions, complete with a white 

“waiter” jacket and gold cummerbund; long black coats with white scarves for winter; parade 

uniforms for dress parades (the most form-fitting of all, and ending at the waist). No civilian 

suits are as impressive as the form-fitting Marine Corps dress uniforms that will be worn to the 

same functions as the dark civilian suit: black top, blue pants, red “blood stripe,” mirror-shined 

shoes. And few sights are more beautiful than the line-up of newly-minted ensigns at a US Naval 

Academy graduation, resplendent in their gleaming choker whites on a sunny May morning.  

At the other end of the spectrum are cammies, camouflage, in love with mud, and worn 

with combat boots (there’s a code for wearing this uniform too, involving tiny bungee cords 

called “boot blouses” that are fastened above the ankle; the cammie pants are folded back up 

over this so that they bag over the boots like the “plus-fours” of the 1920s.) In the middle are a 

vast array of short-sleeved or long-sleeved khaki and black, blue and olive combinations, 
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summer working this and winter working that, with SDBs, the attractive doubled-breasted suits 

of the Navy, near the top of the working heap before it mutates into the strictly decorative outfits 

of mess dress, or choker whites.  

Yet military clothes aren’t merely Barbie (or rather, Ken) costumes. In the military, 

clothes really do make the (wo)man. Civilians can be prosecuted for “impersonating an officer” 

by wearing his clothes (you salute what’s on the lapel or shoulders, after all, not the person, 

whom you may not know at all)—and a constant injunction of military members to each others is 

“don’t dishonor the uniform.” This is stylization for action, dressing with a purpose. In the 

Victorian and Edwardian world, there did exist acceptable excuses for, say, showing up for 

dinner in a tweed suit (“street clothes”): your grip, most likely, never arrived from the station. 

The hostess, in her strapless evening gown, accepts the apology if it’s abject enough, and you 

take your place in your street clothes among the black-and-white men waiting to take ladies in to 

dinner. In the military world, there are no excuses.  

Clothes are keyed to occasions in the military, and with little room for deviation, in a way 

they haven’t been for civilians since the Great Cultural Divide of l968, into which fell the 

concept that specific occasions required particular clothes. It’s not just that people dress down 

these days, as seen in, for example, the fact that running shoes and T-shirts are ubiquitous. More 

fundamentally, the idea that specific functions that require specific clothing is gone as well. If a 

garment keeps you warm enough and is decent (and frequently when it isn’t), it’s good to go.  

In the civilian woarld, the categories have been mixed up. Once, “dressing for dinner” 

meant a dinner jacket and wing-collar shirt for men.  Nowadays men eat dinner in expensive 

restaurants with baseball caps apparently nailed to their heads, go to the symphony in open-

necked polo shirts (the symphony is so grateful they’ve sold a ticket to a threatened art form they 
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say nothing), or to funerals wearing red. People don’t even know what the phrase “street clothes” 

means anymore. Some mix-ups “make statements”: a pianist at a symphony concert wearing a 

shirt with a band collar and a short jacket rather than tails is aiming at a specific effect.  Some 

mix-ups simply go into the void: what statement is made by Michael Jackson’s donning a single 

glove?  

Of course, some civilian occasions still require specific high-end clothes, but to a large 

degree such occasions aren’t occasions that require dressing up; instead the occasion is the fact 

of dress-up. Civilians do maintain a few self-referential occasions tantamount to Halloween for 

adults, where people go out and hire or make clothing they otherwise would never think of 

wearing, to mark the specialness of the occasion. And then they stand around and look at each 

other wearing these things, as if it were all a fancy dress ball. 

This isn’t a new idea: one of the palatial “cottages” at Newport shows off the elaborate 

bejeweled get-ups worn by these too-rich too-idle people at the celebrated Ball of, say, May 

1924. The clothes are the occasion. A high school prom is the best example for the non-Newport 

set, when 18-year-old boys wear ill-fitting tuxedos, rented for the occasion, the likes of which 

they’ll never don again. Unless it’s for their wedding, the other case where people who otherwise 

never dress formally do so. Bridesmaids dresses are famously unwearable for any other occasion; 

the bride’s dress is made purposely to be so—that’s part of its “fairy-tale once-in-a-lifetime day” 

quality. At least the men get to return their impractical garments to a shop: the shoes are usually 

hired for the men too, and frequently made of plastic. They don’t have to be comfortable, and 

who cares if they make your feet stink?  

For the military, wearing the uniform both mirrors and diverges from civilian dress: there 

are very few personal variations possible on the general style set. These are not, to be sure, non-
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existent: one particularly sure-of-himself superintendent at the U.S. Naval Academy in the early 

part of the 1920s is still remembered by Naval Academy historians for the “rakish angle” at 

which he wore his cap. (Strictly speaking, this isn’t “reg” and is possible only for the brass: mere 

midshipmen are all the time holding two fingers horizontally over the top of their nose to 

measure the allowable space to the brim.) However military style isn’t, generally speaking, 

individual style. For civilians, by contrast, it is, since civilian style is what military style 

silhouettes against. In the military, the style is what you’re wearing, saying, or doing. For 

civilians, it’s not so much what you’re wearing (though there is far greater latitude nowadays to 

take the choice itself as a sign of personal style than, say, fifty years ago) as how you’re wearing 

it.  

Personal style is a distinctive way of doing an old thing: a turn of phase, a way of holding 

yourself, a tendency to wear red or flowing materials, a set of mannerisms, or an air of 

something. Women have traditionally had wider latitude to define personal style than men: they 

can also vary to a greater degree (even today) the colors worn, the style that’s worn, and perhaps 

even the choice of garment (to continue with clothes for a moment).  Men can offer personal 

variations, but they’re much more circumscribed, the way the motions of the silent drill team are 

kept within rigid parameters of motion. Men are compelled to confine their show of style to 

things like the color of a tie: individual variations are damped down.  

When civilians do things the normal civilian way, they’re not expressing style, they’re 

merely adhering to a norm. Cary Grant’s character Roger Thornhill in the Hitchcock classic 

“North by Northwest”doesn’t exhibit style by wearing a suit in the United Nations; that’s merely 

what’s expected.  Probably he gets style points for wearing a suit later on in the middle of the 

cornfield where he gets strafed by a crop duster spewing poison, but this at least is explained in 
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the plot: he’s been abducted and this is the only clothing he has. So he classes up the cornfield, 

but with an apologetic aside by the plot.  

Still, two (female) characters make complimentary comments about his suit. At least, this 

is ostensibly what is being commented on. In fact, it seems likely that what they mean is that 

Cary Grant, not his character, is showing style. Meaning what?  A compliment to a suit means 

things like drape of fabric, exquisite tailoring, functional cuff buttons, and the way the lining 

moves with the body. It takes a practiced eye to see expert tailoring or perfect fit: certainly the 

movie’s viewer can’t. What we can see is the way Cary Grant moves, and the suit helps us see 

that. Cary Grant (it seems odd to call him “Grant” as his real name, it’s well known, was 

Archibald Leach) had a slightly feline body movement and his shoulders were anything but 

perfectly square, perhaps even stooping and a bit too malleable by military standards. Yet he was 

still very male. The compliments may ostensibly be for the suit, but more probably they mean 

that Cary Grant is attractive because of his departure from normal male body language without 

completely contravening it. He speaks, we might say, the same language the military stylizes, but 

in his own way (the analogy works as well for Cary Grant’s odd accent, so devastatingly 

parodied by Tony Curtis in “Some Like It Hot”).   

Language and speech are stylized in the military too, first by their absence. Silence is 

golden in the military, and those words that are necessary are stylized as well, made predictable. 

(This is another way in which the military is more congenial to men than women, men being 

taught to measure their words rather than produce arcs of perfect verbal prose: the quintessential 

male sentence is the grunt.) Boot camp teaches some of this verbal stylization, which here means 

formulization: the elimination of the individual nuance in speech, in the same way that uniform 

clothing and the lack of hair helps eliminate the individuality of appearance. This stylization both 
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of content and form of what is said is part of the way the military reminds itself it’s not the 

civilian world. The stylization of words is most extreme for those lowest on the totem pole. Boot 

camp recruits are forbidden from referring to themselves in the first person (“this recruit” this, 

and “this recruit” that), “sir sandwiches” are the norm (“Sir yes Sir!”), and recruits speak only 

when asked a direct question: they offer nothing unasked, and nothing at all pertaining to their 

personal situation.  

So too for plebes during plebe summer at the Naval Academy, who are limited to five 

acceptable responses, starting with  “Sir [Ma’am] yes Sir [Ma’am]!” or “Sir no Sir!” and ending 

with “Sir, I’ll find out sir!”, which replaces “I don’t know.” Speech for plebes is regularized even 

after plebe summer is over. They have to greet everyone not a plebe with a formulaic greeting 

like “Good Morning, Sir” (they look at their watches to see if it’s morning or afternoon, the way, 

in Tuscany, “Buongiorno” amusingly becomes Buona sera” right at the stroke of noon—down 

south in Rome they’re much less precise). In the Navy they aren’t supposed to say “yes,” but 

“very well,” and “Sir”s are to be liberally sprinkled, unless they’re “Ma’am”s.  Indeed, “Yes, 

Sir/Ma’am” replaces many of the more minute gradations of the real world. You can think what 

you think, but you only say what the CO wants to hear. 

Personal style isn’t completely absent in the military, even leaving aside jaunty angles of 

covers. The military allows personal style to creep into what they call “leadership,” conceived of 

as a commodity, a product, something people emit or produce. “Leadership” is something that 

officers are supposed to exhibit, and practice. We claim we teach it here at the Naval Academy; 

there’s even a department of “Leadership, Ethics, and Law,” staffed largely by lieutenants, 25-

year-olds who have never taught anything, much less “Leadership.” We have had 

superintendents (an admiral, the equivalent of a college president) who have insisted that USNA 
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is a “leadership laboratory,” though in fact there’s nothing scientific about what we do—nor any 

proof that a) leadership can be taught or that b) we do so. In fact what happens is that each 

individual head honcho comes in and does things as he sees fit: sometimes this is in a more 

bellicose fashion, sometimes in a more consensus-building one. Within the military, even 

consensus ends somewhere, as perhaps it does in all effective organizations—but the degree of 

personal willfulness shown by the head honcho can vary. This is where personal leadership 

styles enter. 

This personal leadership style can be good or bad, bellicose or conciliatory, consensus-

producing or deeply divisive. Average is the norm, of course: egregiously good is as rare as 

egregiously bad, though both extremes stand out. Several superintendents ago we had a stinker 

who had been promoted up to the level of three-star admiral, one short of the maximum: his 

supporters saw him as ruthlessly effective. His detractors saw him as unprofessional and 

alienating of all of his subordinates. He’d throw fits in public, upbraid ruthlessly, snarl, refuse to 

shake the hands of those he disagreed with. I drew his ire for the content of an op-ed I’d written 

for the Washington Post. I know this because ultimately he was the subject of an investigation by 

the Navy’s Inspector General, who found that he had in fact, as reported, grabbed a U.S. Marine 

gate guard who was trying to do his job and asked for the Admiral’s ID on re-entering the Naval 

Academy on foot on New Year’s Eve (some sources say, the worse for drink): a big sign behind 

the gate guard says “ID Check 100%.” He was also found to have acted in such a way as to 

negatively impact morale at the Naval Academy, largely by berating subordinates who had to say 

“Yes Sir” and throwing temper tantrums at people who disagreed with him.  The report was 

published one day that May; he resigned the next.  
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According to “sworn witnesses” cited by the watchdog Web site Defense Watch (“The 

Voice of the Grunt”) in the context of discussion of the Navy IG report on VADM Naughton, 

“When an academy professor [Fleming] had an article published in the Washington Post critical 

of the academy’s admissions policies, Naughton was ‘livid…very distraught and very emotional’ 

when he said words to the effect, ‘as long as I’m the superintendent, if you ever bring a 

promotion list with that professor’s name on it, I will personally take that man’s name off…I 

want him teaching a full load the whole time. He’s not going to be on any committees. I don’t 

want special assignments for that professor again.’” 

This particular admiral’s leadership style is shown in his amusing misapprehension that a 

full Professor could still be promoted, and in his misconception that committee work, here the 

Admissions Board on which I’d served without extra pay and without a diminution of my full 

teaching load (it took up every Wednesday night to read the folders and all day Thursday to sit in 

the meeting), was a sweetener, something he could deny me, a plum “special assignment.” 

Ignorance of the system you’re in charge of, fury at opposition, pettiness when challenged by 

someone trying to do his job (by the next day after grabbing the gate guard VADM Naughton 

had apparently sobered up, realized what he had done, and had the man transferred out of the 

Naval Academy): that is a leadership style that passes for masculine and take-no-prisoners to 

those who promoted him and extremely destructive to everyone else. And of course the rare 

Naval Academy superintendent is as good as this one was bad, asking for input and making 

decisions that were well justified. Admirals come in all styles. 

Depending on who’s looking at what aspect of the military and what that aspect is  

silhouetted against, thus, an individual in the military can show many layers of style and 

stylization.  Of course, this is true of any other complex activity with its own style (or 
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stylization) as well. First-time ballet goers note that girls go up on tippy-toe and twirl: indeed 

standing on your toes and spinning is the way most non-ballet-goers parody the stylization of 

ballet movement. A more sophisticated viewer, by contrast, takes the stylization of the 

movement for granted, and can appreciate the adherence to or divergence from it wrought by the 

choreographer (Balanchine’s playing with the movement givens he inherited is particularly 

worthy of consideration). Such a viewer can further appreciate the particular way that dancer X 

moves, if that is in any way distinctive or  individual rather than merely being correct, and can 

further say that this particular dancer is having a good or bad night relative to his or her usual 

norm. 

Ice skating and gymnastics are other stylized activities, and their routines may permit of 

some degree of individuation—though undoubtedly less than what Balanchine achieved. In the 

1990s attempts were made by serious artists to choreograph “ice dancing,” though most of these 

were only marginally successful: skating resolutely remained a sport rather than an art. 

Individual style is only rarely achievable in sport, even the trying-to-be-art sports. A gymnastics 

floor routine is more stylized than walking, but clearly less amenable to personal style than art. 

More usually, the individual contestants approach more or less closely the absolute goal of a 

good routine on the rings or a perfect flip: the action itself can only rarely be an expression of 

style. For some people the temper tantrums or good sportsmanship of professional athletes are 

part of their individual style, rather like VADM Naughton’s toxic “leadership style.” Certainly it 

makes them memorable, and the fans even come to expect some show. But these seem more 

ancillary to playing the game than a military officer’s demeanor, which after all is part of who 

(s)he is, and how (s)he interacts with other people. 
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The fact that the military is stylized at all levels, more rigorously codified than any other 

sub-group in virtually all it does, probably comes from the fact that the action that defines its 

core in theory if not as a majority of its time, namely killing people in battle, isn’t amenable to 

any degree of stylization at all. Parade-ground etiquette is so rigid because battle is such a mess. 

The absence of style at the center of things has to be made up for by excess at the edges 

Few people doubt that battle is a mess. Clausewitz, the most-cited theoretician of war, 

wrote famously about the “fog of war.” You can plan all you want, but as soon as you get into 

battle, you might as well tear up the plans. The goal of the other side is to foil them, after all. 

Besides, by definition you won’t have all the information you need, things happen so quickly, the 

bullets are flying, and you may only have time for instinctual decisions, not rational ones. Battles 

have style only before, on the sand table, or afterwards, when the smoke has cleared and when 

strategists can teach (say) the Battle of Borodino to eager young officers in the past tense, as if 

this could be a guide to the future. 

Sometimes, to be sure, when the battle is led by a genius—Clausewitz revered 

Napoleon—the way the history books tell the battle actually happened is in fact close to  the way 

it was planned—by one side only, note, not the other. But more typically, style goes out the 

window in the reality of battle, a new chaos which by definition is not identical to any other 

before it—except insofar as all fogs are alike. (In the night all cats are black, as Hegel said.)  And 

how do you stylize such an ugly fact as that of violently putting an end to someone’s life, or 

being the one to whose life an end is put? Style is for the parade field; battle makes a mockery of 

all that. In the movies, the bloodiest scenes can be stylized, but the cost is ludicrous slow motion 

photography and lots of swelling cadences from Bach.  
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All Quiet on the Western Front, the classic war (some would say, anti-war) novel, 

emphasizes over and over the difference between the predictability and spit and polish of the 

parade ground or the training field, and the chaos of real battle. Halves of bodies (in this novel 

set in No Man’s Land) are found in trees; bombs blow up cemeteries among whose coffins living 

soldiers take refuge; a man is caught on the wires and spends all day and all night moaning 

before he expires. Where’s the style in the mud, the suffering, the endless waiting followed by 

sudden chaos, the battles with the rats, the newbies shitting their pants? Style requires 

formulization, which means repetitiveness, and in the apparent randomness of battlefield death 

there is no style possible. At least, we think, not since World War I, with its grim, pointless, 

mechanized killing. World War I was the last gasp of the gentleman’s war, it’s suggested in Jean 

Renoir’s classic film about the Great War, “Grand Illusion” (a better translation of “La Grande 

Illusion,” its French title, is “the big illusion”—nothing grand, in the Anglophone sense, about it) 

where the German commander cuts the last flower in his castle to put between the dead hands of 

his French adversary, his prisoner and his guest, whose eyes he then closes.  

Or perhaps there had never been style in battle. Barbara Tuchman, in her horrifying book 

A Distant Mirror: The Calamitous 14th Century (all Barbara Tuchman books could be called 

“The Calamitous X Century,” as only the number of the century portrayed as calamitous 

changes; the mirror she’s referring to of this particular calamitous century is the twentieth), 

quotes a contemporary you-are-there report of the Battle of Poitiers (1356), between the English 

and the French  (probably Froissart, though she doesn’t say). “Some, eviscerated, tread on their 

own entrails, others vomit forth their teeth, some still standing have their arms cut off. The dying 

roll about in the blood of strangers, the fallen bodies groan.” No style here, only horror. It’s a 

long way from the parade field. 
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At home, therefore, the military exhibits a rage for order. It’s only in the military where 

so much attention is paid to finding a speck of dust on a uniform or in the corner of a room, or to 

the precise placement of ribbons on a chest. (The books in a Naval Academy midshipman’s room 

have to be arranged on the shelf from tallest to shortest; the only personal pictures allowed must 

be within the confines of an “issue” corkboard.) And this mania for over-organization, this 

extreme need for creating style by regularizing everything that can be regularized—clothing, 

body language, words, demeanor, and treatment of the dead—is surely both compensation for 

and denial of the unstylizable fact of violent death that is at its center of the military’s activities. 

Military funerals are so stylized precisely because the death that led to them were undoubtedly so 

chaotic.   

We civilians may have bodies that fall short of the muscular ideal and shirts with a 

wrinkle or two (and waxed-in creases either). Our clothes may not be exactly appropriate to the 

occasion, and we may have a speck of dust behind our beds. But at least we don’t crawl around 

in the mud under a hail of bullets that spare us or kill us depending on their whim or the 

imponderables of fate—and, barring the unforeseen, it’s unlikely that we’ll ever tread on our 

own entrails. #### 


